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Press Speed: Fast and the
Opposite of Furious
Shorter, tighter, and faster:
that probably is the answer
you would get if you asked
anyone at my company for
a three-word explanation of
how our business has changed.
Run lengths have come down.
Turnaround times have been
reduced. And, as a result of the
first two changes, the pace of
manufacturing has picked up
everywhere in our plant.
We work this way because
that’s how many of our customers now expect to buy their
printing. But, making money from this new business model
is still up to us. What we have learned is that there are no
substitutes for machine speed and automation—not for their own
sake, but for the competitive edge they give us in turning pace
into profit.
Utilizing capacity efficiently means producing as many jobs in
a given period of time as capacity will permit. This seldom is
possible with older, slower equipment or with new machinery
that isn’t being operated at full speed. Each job takes longer than
it should, crowding out other jobs that could have been printed
if press time had been available.
Facing this reality in our own operation, we began to understand
that the best way to grow our business would be to increase
our running speed and add more automation. As we replaced
our older, manual equipment, we started to see our turnaround
times going down, our efficiency going up, and our volumes
increasing accordingly.
Today the momentum in our pressroom comes from an eightcolor Speedmaster XL 105 with automated plate changing and
inline color and register control. With a self-regulating press
like this, operators can concentrate on running every job as fast
as the manufacturer says it can be run. Each minute we save in
makeready—and the AutoPlate feature cuts up to seven minutes
from each makeready cycle—is an additional minute we can put
into running more work.
Committing to speed and automation has required a significant
investment on our part. We see ROI in the fact that we’ve
enjoyed double-digit sales increases in each of the last two years.
Yes, we are on a fast track—and the speed, I’m happy to report, is
helping to take us where we want to go.
Darrell Moore
President
Modern Litho
Jefferson City, MO
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Speedmaster VLF
Press Series Wins
InterTech Award

P

rinting Industries of America
(PIA) has recognized Heidelberg’s
Speedmaster XL 145/162 VLF
press series with a prestigious 2013
InterTech™ Technology Award. The series was recognized for its twin-gripper
delivery system and innovative Remote
Fan-Out Control (RFOC).
The twin-gripper delivery secures
both the front and tail edge of the
sheet, guiding it all the way through
the delivery without scratching or
marking. A separate slow-down system
positions the tail-end of the sheet on
the delivery pile, eliminating the need
for sheet brake corridors.
Lightweight paper tends to stretch
during offset printing, leading to paper
growth or “fan-out” that forces the
operator to stop the press and manually adjust the tail clamps of the plate.
RFOC makes these adjustments directly
from the Prinect Press Center console
to maintain register fit throughout the
sheet from gripper to tail. With RFOC,
Heidelberg VLF presses can be cost-competitive in very short runs.

eidelberger Druckmaschinen
AG is investing in the German
software company Neo7even to
gain a foothold in multi-channel publishing. Neo7even software will open up
new business options for print shops by
enabling them to offer their customers
cross-media publishing services. With
Neo7even software, users can centrally
store data for a project in a neutral
format and publish it in a standardized
way on various media channels (for example, print and online). The Neo7even
portfolio ties in closely with Heidelberg’s
Prinect print shop workflow and will be
gradually integrated into it. (Pictured:
Sascha Brandhorst, managing director,
Neo7even GmbH, and Christopher Berti,
head of product management for Prinect
at Heidelberg.)

Faster Means Less
Energy-Hungry
Printers using an energy measuring device from Heidelberg
to analyze energy consumption
in relation to press speed have
found that the faster the press
runs, the less energy it consumes. Integrated into the main
switch cabinet of the press, the
device continuously calculates
energy efficiency in kilowatt
hours per 1,000 sheets. It has shown, for example, that when the speed of a
Speedmaster XL 106 six-color press with coating unit rises from 10,000 to
18,000 sheets per hour, energy consumption per 1,000 sheets falls by 2.8
kilowatt hours. The measuring device is available for most Speedmaster
presses from the SX 52 to the XL 162.

Print’s Environmental Impact: the Facts

CO2 emissions from making a CD are four times higher
than from printing a 100-page, four-color annual report.

2.4%

4x

Direct mail represents just 2.4% of municipal solid waste.

63.5% of all paper consumed in the U.S. was
recovered for recycling in 2010. Paper recovery for
recycling has increased by 77% since 1990.

63.5% 77%

source: “The Value of Print Flip-Book” (Printing Industries of America, http://value.printing.org/
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Postpress

Cuts that drive you…
In high-speed paper cutting, accuracy is everything.
Achieving it depends on controlling factors such as the
compression and the height of the pile to be cut, clamping pressure, and the quality of the cutting edge.
Cutting errors occur when something diverts the knife
from the desired cutting line. There are three general
types of errors:
• Undercut, caused when a lateral force pushes the wedge
of the one-sided knife blade into the ream to be cut. The
lowest sheets are then shorter than the upper ones.
• Mushroom cut, the result of a blunt knife cutting soft
material with insufficient clamping pressure.
• Overcut, occurring when the knife diverts to the front,
leaving the upper sheets shorter than the lowest ones.
Hard materials, overclamping, and excessive knife angles
may lead to overcutting.

press

Everything revolves around Speedmaster
Using a new augmented reality app from Heidelberg, everyone
can get up close and personal with the Speedmaster XL 106. The “Be
Unbeatable” app, part of Heidelberg’s “Speedmaster Unbeatable”
promotional campaign, creates a 3D model of the press that can be
viewed on smart phones and tablets from different angles and added
to a photo of any scene from the real world.

to find the target marker that activates the 3D image. Print out the
marker, launch the app, and scan the marker with the phone’s or the
tablet’s camera. (The marker also can be scanned from a PC screen.)
Moving the phone or tablet while keeping the marker in focus superimposes the 3D model of the press, which then can be rotated,
resized, snapped in a photo, and e-mailed.

First, download the app from the iTunes App Store or from Google Play.
Then, go to www.speedmasterunbeatable.com/speedmaster-in-3-d/

For more information about Speedmaster Unbeatable,
visit www.speedmasterunbeatable.com.

press

Give me no static
Note: This tip comes from the “Ask the Experts” section of
Small Printing Solutions, an online resource from Heidelberg. For
more like this, please visit www.smallprintingsolutions.com.
Question: I’m running a six-color Speedmaster 72 and a few
days ago, the yellow unit became stuck on impression. I’ve
cleaned the sensor between the magenta and the yellow unit. I
also took the side cover off to see if the pin holding the ram in
place had come adrift, but it hasn’t. What could be causing this
problem?
Answer: If the press has a CP Tronic control console, the issue
could be related to a defective board, a solenoid that is always
on, or something that is mechanically stuck. If the console has relays, look for a defective relay, a stuck solenoid, or something else
that has become stuck.
If checking for these conditions doesn’t resolve the issue, call
your local Heidelberg service team to determine if on-site service
will be needed.
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Advice for preventing these errors can be found in PolarMohr’s “The high-speed cutter—an interactive training
program” (http://www.polar-mohr.com/en/InteractiveTraining-Program/121188.html).

ECO PRINTING

Eco-friendliness served on a plate
Because of the large amounts of energy needed to
produce them, aluminum plates are second only to paper in
terms of CO2 emissions generated during short runs. The good
news is that recycling aluminum consumes much less energy.
This means that printing plates should be collected and recycled even if they are used to make aluminum products other
than plates.
Environmentally friendly platemaking without chemical development saves 4 to 5 gallons of water per plate. The elimination of chemistry also makes the whole process more stable.
Plates such as Saphira Thermoplate PN are highly resistant
to cleaning agents and mechanical stresses. Even when used
with aggressive washup agents, they produce stable results in
runs nearing 350,000 prints. When using UV or metallic inks,
they last for about 100,000 prints without being burned in.
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Down with Downtime:
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●

Maintenance, scheduled or unscheduled, must be performed.

●

Equipment breaks down.

●

Lunch breaks and other time-outs have to be accommodated.

●

Press stoppages, for whatever reason, bring the run to a halt.

No matter what causes it, downtime is a key performance indicator
(KPI) — a numerical key to measuring productivity and profitability. It’s
integral to the calculation of Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE), a
standard method of determining how much a production process can
be improved (for more information see “Learning the ABCs of OEE” in
Heidelberg Direct, issue #41).
In the real world, it is difficult to capture all minor stops, and the time
it would take to do this actually would increase downtime. That’s why
net output is a better downtime KPI to use. Even in a well-performing
operation, downtime will lower actual running speed by 1,000 to 2,000
impressions. The speed reduction usually is caused by blanket washes.

Downtime / Month
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In theory, all downtime should be eliminated. Practically speaking, a
certain amount of downtime can’t be avoided—but that doesn’t mean
it can’t be outmaneuvered. For example, doing scheduled maintenance while waiting for a customer OK is one way of turning present
downtime into time saved later on.
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All downtime should be tracked and analyzed for patterns that will
emerge once enough data has been collected. The chart on this page
shows the frequencies of the most common causes of press downtime. These are the inefficiencies to attack. A plant that reduces its
aggregate downtime by just 30 minutes a day will see notable gains
in throughput per shift and profitability per job.
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Like its customers, Heidelberg knows that less downtime translates
into more uptime, more satisfaction, and above all, more ROI. That’s
why Heidelberg makes measuring and reducing downtime a central
objective of a number of its products and support services, including:

ce

50
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Although the expression “Getting there is half the fun” may apply to
some kinds of relocation, nobody ever used it to describe the chore of
getting a printing press from one place to another. But, with the help
of Heidelberg’s Equipment Relocation Services, no printer will ever
have to compare the task to “moving heaven and earth,” either. To
learn more about making press relocation manageable and secure, call
800-437-7388 or e-mail hus.systemservice@heidelberg.com.

Specs in the job ticket are confusing and have to be clarified. (Waiting for the answer slows production, and incorrectly counting this
type of interruption as a part of makeready is a good example of how
downtime can go unnoticed.)

●

Nothing in print production can be managed until it is measured. The
good news about downtime is that it is no exception to this rule. Tools
and best practices for controlling downtime exist, and today, they are
within the reach of every printer.

ait

Other providers of press relocation services don’t have access to
Heidelberg’s technical knowledge base or to its global support network
and inventory of parts. More than once, Heidelberg has been called in
to rescue relocations that went awry because those attempting them
lacked the know-how or the resources to see them through.

Customer approvals haven’t been received.

ati

Often, the Heidelberg personnel who oversee reassembling the press
are either the same experts who installed it in its original location or
field service specialists who know the layout of the plant where it is
going. They also can assist with repairs, upgrades, and operator training—whatever it takes to make the transition seamless.

●

rW

Were Here, Been There

The press has to wait for plates.

orm

Depending on what the customer wants, the operation can be entirely carried out by Heidelberg and its subcontractors or coordinated
with relocation service providers engaged by the customer. In either
case, the process begins with a detailed on-site inspection that lets
Heidelberg personnel assess the condition of the equipment and
determine what steps should be taken to assure its mechanical reliability when the move is complete.

●

Prinect Pressroom Manager with Prinect Analyze Point, for monitoring and displaying the status of all ongoing jobs

●

he

It Starts with A Road Map

There isn’t enough work.

Ot

The goal of a relocation isn’t just to shift the press from point A to
point B. It’s also about protecting the printer’s investment in the press
along every step of the way. Equipment Relocation Services accomplishes this by putting the planning and project management into the
hands of Heidelberg experts: trained technicians with all the skills,
tools, and installation experience that a trouble-free move requires.

One of the most valuable forms of assistance they provide is pre- and
post-relocation press profiling—a step guaranteeing that when a press
moves, nothing about it will change except the place where it operates. During the onsite evaluation, Heidelberg technicians run a standard test print that captures the printing characteristics of the press.
After reassembly at the new site, the press is put through quality
checks until its output once again matches the benchmarks set in the
test print. This certifies that the relocation was successful and that the
press is as capable as ever.

●

Prinect Performance Benchmarking, enabling print shops to
measure their performance against that of similarly equipped printing
businesses around the world

●

Inf

No equipment supplier understands the delicacy of the task better
than Heidelberg, which has installed more sheetfed presses around
the world than any other manufacturer. That experience is at the disposal of any printer with a Heidelberg press through a special consulting program—Heidelberg’s Equipment Relocation Services.

How long a move will take is a function of press size, configuration,
and travel distance. It’s best to budget several weeks for the relocation
as a whole, including inspection and evaluation at the starting point
and reassembly and testing in the press’s new home. Heidelberg experts are on hand or on call from commencement to conclusion, ready
with answers and solutions as they’re needed.

Downtime takes many forms. Because some are less obvious than
others, money-losing periods that should be recorded as downtime
may be overlooked or labeled as something else. In most plants,
downtime typically occurs when:

Performance Plus, an integrated master plan aimed at increasing
profitability and reducing unnecessary production costs

●

for

Presses must travel when networks of printing companies
consolidate from several locations into one. A company that acquires
another company may also be looking at equipment relocation if absorbing physical assets is part of the deal. Now comes the realization
that dismantling, transporting, and reassembling a press is one of the
most complex undertakings a printing business can face.

Disassembling an older press, for example, might reveal worn hoses
and air lines that should be replaced when the machine is put back
together. If the press has a remote chilling unit, the help of a refrigeration specialist may be needed. The quotation provided by Heidelberg—
complete with photos, drawings, and relevant factory specs—makes
provisions for contingencies like these. It also draws up a timetable,
spells out the customer’s responsibilities, and identifies the subcontractors that Heidelberg recommends as moving partners.

Systemservice 36plus, an equipment protection package with
numerous features for assuring higher machine availability and less
unplanned downtime

●

Hours

F

ew things seem as permanently fixed in place as a large,
multi-unit litho press—until the day arrives when it has to be
moved to some other place.

I

t’s an axiom as old as printing: when the cylinders aren’t turning, the press isn’t making money. But if there’s no profit in press
downtime, there’s still a profit opportunity in reducing it—once it’s
recognized for what it is and measured as carefully as any other
job parameter.

ing

The Delicate Art
Of Press Relocation

Taking the Systematic Approach

Wa
it

Heavy Metal in Motion:
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Meet the Speedmaster XL 75 Anicolor:

Say Hello to
“Digital Offset 2.0”
The introduction of Anicolor technology in a 23" x 29" press format
is one of the most significant developments by Heidelberg in many years—
and not just because of how far it advances the capabilities
of offset printing. The Speedmaster XL 75 Anicolor also overthrows basic
assumptions about digital printing and its desirability
for short-run production.
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I

t was to be expected that some makers of toner and inkjet digital presses
would scale these devices up for a run
at the 29" market, where the bulk of
commercial printing occurs. Ever
since drupa 2012, printers have been
hearing a drumbeat of publicity about opportunities in half-size production with digital
equipment, especially in low volumes. Naturally, they’re curious.
But, there’s a bigger story about the intersection of 29" production and digital market
run lengths: a story that raises sharp questions
about how effective toner and inkjet presses really can be in half-size applications. It also tells
of a “digital offset 2.0” solution from Heidelberg
that succeeds both in short runs and in longer
jobs with levels of cost efficiency and quality
that no digital press of any size can match.
Heidelberg’s Speedmaster XL 75 Anicolor is
the 29" press of choice for a changing print
marketplace that puts flexibility ahead of every other print manufacturing requirement.
Give it a run of a few hundred sheets, and it
will equal or exceed any digital press on the
market for production economy. In higher
quantities, digital equipment can’t touch it
for the range of products it can produce or the
consistent quality it delivers in larger formats,
including 6-up.
The Speedmaster XL 75 Anicolor also is a
press built from the ground up for integration
with digital workflows, another prerequisite
for success in the type of highly automated
manufacturing that printing has become. As a
lithographic press, it’s familiar and operatorfriendly. As a press enhanced with the Anicolor

inking system, it raises lithographic production to a new stage of competitiveness in the
kinds of work where printers traditionally
have made the most money.

Size-wise, or Otherwise?
There’s no denying that non-impact, variable
digital printing systems have their proper
place in this scenario. But, as these presses
expand into the B2 or 20" x 29" format, some
practical limitations become all too apparent.
The main one is that at 20" x 29", their format size has somewhat outpaced their usefulness. This is because they still are in search of a
“killer application”— the kind of job that takes
full advantage not just of the image area they
can print, but of their ability to print variably
across the entire expanse of a sheet of that size.
At present, virtually all of the short-run
work that requires variable imaging can be
produced without restrictions or difficulty on
smaller (19" or 20") digital systems. This means
that as far as variable printing is concerned,
the bigger digital machines are chasing a market that hasn’t fully materialized. And, unless
there is a relentless stream of short-run variable work to feed it, a 29" digital press with a
capacity of 2 million impressions per month
will face a hard road to ROI.
That leaves static work in longer runs, which
some 29" toner and inkjet systems are robust
enough to handle. But here, their characteristics as digital presses leave them at a strong
disadvantage against the proven high-volume
capability of the Speedmaster platform.
For one thing, digital presses operate on a
cost-per-click model that has no counterpart in

9
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Portals to Profit: Why End-to-End
Automation Begins with W2P
offset production. Those clicks, corresponding to consumables used,
add up to big money.
In the case of one specific model, Heidelberg estimates the cost of
a four-color digital click for a 29" printer to be around 8 cents and
the cost of a seven-color click to be possibly as high as 13 cents. At 10
cents per impression, the yearly consumables spend for 10 million
impressions run on this press would come to $1 million—a windfall
profit for the consumables manufacturer, but a big deduction from
the printer’s bottom line.

And the Winner Is…
Now factor in limited uptime; costly additional service contracts not
covered by click charges; substrate restrictions; comparatively low
running speeds; and requirements for offline finishing (the larger
sheets have to be cut, folded, and stitched as if they were produced
by an offset press). Then contrast the value proposition of a 29" digital press with everything the Speedmaster XL 75 Anicolor has to
offer. The “digital offset” solution from Heidelberg emerges as the
clear winner for economy in short runs with static content.
Thanks to its ability to use conventional press consumables, the
Speedmaster XL 75 Anicolor’s analogous “click charge” can be up to
80% less than the cost of printing on a toner or an inkjet press—0.6
cents per page for four-color printing in straight mode, and just
under 1 cent per page for 7/0.
In extremely short runs with variable content, the cost-per-page
advantage still belongs to digital. But, above a break-even threshold
of 300 to 400 sheets, there simply is no practical reason to choose
a digital press over a Speedmaster XL 75 Anicolor for static, multicolor printing.

Litho as It Was Meant to Be
The heart of the system’s remarkable efficiency is its Anicolor zoneless
short inking unit, a breakthrough technology first introduced by
Heidelberg in 2006 on the smaller-format Speedmaster SM 52.
Anicolor combines the advantages of flexographic and offset
printing by replacing the conventional roller train in each printing
unit with just two full sized rollers: a chambered anilox screen roller
and the ink form roller. There are no ink keys or roller stripes—the
temperature-controlled anilox roller meters an even film of ink in a
precise transfer across the entire surface of the plate.
With no ink zones to adjust, press setup can be completed in minutes. The short ink train minimizes waste and brings the press up to
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color in 20 to 30 sheets. With the help of the full-format sized ink
form roller, color is constant, the ink/water balance remains stable,
and ghosting is eliminated throughout the run.
It all can be accomplished with the same plates, inks, dampening solutions, and substrates that the plant already has in stock—no
special consumables are needed.
As an option for the Speedmaster XL 75, Anicolor brings even
greater capability to one of Heidelberg’s most advanced and most
thoroughly automated press platforms. The Anicolor-equipped version of the press is available in up to eight colors in the 23.82" x
29.53" configuration. Like all Speedmasters, it is a high-speed printing machine, operating at 15,000 sph.
Most significantly for printers committed to pressroom automation, the Speedmaster XL 75 Anicolor is a press that lends itself naturally to networked production with the help of Heidelberg’s Prinect
workflow architecture.
In prepress, color-managing Prinect tools calibrate the press so
tightly with platesetters and proofers that the digital proof accurately predicts what the printed sheets will look like—just as the
first impression from a digital press proofs the rest of the run. As a
“Prinected” press, the Speedmaster XL 75 Anicolor also is ready for
Web-to-print workflows and integration with MIS (see “W2P Primer”
on page 11).

The Way We Print Now
What the overall performance of the Speedmaster XL 75 Anicolor
makes clear is that litho-vs.-digital comparisons shouldn’t be based on
benchmarks set by either process 20 years ago. Today, “digital offset
2.0” can and should be the alternative to overinvesting in beefed-up
digital systems that, despite their extra size, may not be up to coping
with the broad range of jobs that printers must perform in order to
remain competitive.
For many printers, a much better investment strategy than a
29" digital press is a best-of-both worlds combination that consists
of a Speedmaster XL 75 Anicolor and a 13" x 19" Linoprint C 751 or
C 901 digital press. In tandem, these platforms cover all the bases: run
lengths, formats, variable-print requirements, flexibility in consumables, and quality expectations.
Technically speaking, 29" is an impressive measurement for a digital
press. But bigger, by itself, isn’t better. Smarter is. And that’s where the
Speedmaster XL 75 Anicolor will always excel, whether the run is short,
so-so, or shift-long.

F

or some time now, printers have
been hearing quite a bit of earnest advice about embracing digital workflows and turning their
pressrooms into showplaces of
computer integrated manufacturing. It’s good counsel, but printers are business
people, and anyone with a printing business to
run naturally will want to see a practical necessity for digitally automated production before
committing to it.
Printers have that motivation in Web-to-print
based e-commerce, a purchasing channel that
most print buyers eventually will expect their
print service providers to offer them. The spur
to automation lies in the fact that once a W2P
portal for customers is in place, it can serve
as a natural jumping-off point for automating
the print manufacturing process as a whole.
It’s just a matter of turning data input by customers into digital instructions for controlling
everything that happens next.
This is possible because the various job specs
that the customer asks for—format size, number of pages, color, folds, and so on—are
processed by the portal as XML (extensible
markup language) files, which then can be converted to JDF: job definition format, the electronic job ticket that drives and integrates the
entire production sequence. Heidelberg’s W2P
solution, Prinect Web-to-Print Manager, creates
the portals, handles the XML conversion, and
hands off the JDF in a seamless routine that
represents point A in the automated production
workflow the printer now is equipped to build.
Where to Go from There
Point B is the delivery of the finished job,
and in between, there can be as many
JDF-enabled steps as the printer wishes to
put in place. Color management, trapping,
imposition, proofing profiles, dot gain values, and ink key presets—these and more
can be generated directly from inputs at the
customer-facing end.
The illustration on this page depicts the full

Delivery Air Settings
Delivery Suction Settings
Dryer Settings
Slow down-sheet brakes
Suction Disc
Spray Powder Length
Impression Cylinder (all units)
Plate Cylinder Zero (all units)
Color Allocation

Curve Selection
Venturi Guide Plates
Variable Transfer Cylinder
Perfecting or Straight
Printing Mode
Pre-Inking (all units)
Ink Presetting (all units)
Ink Fountain Sweep (all units)
Vacuum Tape

range of machine settings that can be automated in a JDF workflow that begins at the
W2P portal. The more information going in at
the portal, the fewer “touches”—manual interventions—will be needed as the production
sequence unfolds.
Customers who expect to be able to order
their printing through W2P portals probably
also will be customers who expect regular
updates on the progress of their jobs while
production is under way. Prinect Mobile, a
feature of the Prinect Pressroom Manager production integration suite, satisfies this requirement by generating real-time job snapshots
that can be streamed directly to customers’
smart phones and tablet PCs—even as the job
is running on press. In this way, the workflow
becomes not only automated but transparent,
with customer integration fully built in.
Leveraging the MIS Connection
For the printer’s eyes only is the high-value
analysis that’s produced when data from a
JDF job ticket is sent to the plant’s MIS (management information system). This is one key
function of Prinect Business Manager, a pow-

Infeed Gripper Height
Ultrasonic Double Sheet Detector
Printing Speed
Sheet Width and Length
Side Lay
Suction Head
Customer Name
Job Ticket
Job Name

erful and flexible MIS from Heidelberg. It lets
printers fine-tune their job costing with the
help of continuously updated production data
from the JDF workflow. Integration with MIS
means that prices shown at the W2P portal
accurately reflect production costs, thus protecting profit margins—the essential goal of
automating print manufacturing.
Everyone appreciates the advantages of ordering print via W2P: customers, for the convenience and support it affords them; sales representatives, for the time it gives back to them
to focus on their more demanding accounts;
and production personnel, for the hands-off
efficiency it makes possible. And it all begins
at a simple, Web-based storefront.
It’s important to remember that the storefront
automates only the order-taking, and that if
the shop’s W2P implementation stops there,
the return on investment will be limited. But
the storefront that becomes a springboard to a
fully integrated production workflow can be a
portal not just to loyalty-winning convenience
on the customer’s end, but to consistent profitability on the printer’s.
11
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Medienhaus Reuffurth:

NCL Graphic Specialties:

First and foremost with Speedmaster 75 XL Anicolor

Where “Unbeatable” Is Never Undoable

Hans Reuffurth
and Kordula
Preuss,
Medienhaus
Reuffurth

O

ne sure way to be “Unbeatable” with Speedmaster presses is to beat the rest of the
world into production with the
Anicolor-equipped version of
the Speedmaster XL 75. That
distinction belongs to Medienhaus Reuffurth,
a high-quality commercial printing firm in the
German city of Mühlheim am Main, where the
ultra-short makeready press has been in operation since August 2012.
The Speedmaster XL 75 Anicolor at Reuffurth
is the same five-color press plus coating unit that
Heidelberg presented in the debut of the series
at drupa 2012. Reuffurth is one of the leading
lithographic printers in the Rhine-Main region
of Germany, producing top-quality work for discerning customers in Germany and abroad. “As
we’re focusing increasingly on medium and large
formats, the Speedmaster XL 75 came at just the
right time for us,” says owner Hans Reuffurth.
In the first four months, says Reuffurth, “we
were able to cut waste by 65% compared to
the conventional Speedmaster XL 75 equipped
with Prinect Inpress Control.” Since then, run
sizes have averaged 2,000 sheets, with the
proportion of short runs rising continuously.
The range of materials stretches from 80 gsm
paper to thick card stock, including both coated and uncoated paper. Coated jobs proceed
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directly to the postpress phase and can be delivered quickly.
Always-on Color Management
“This extremely user-friendly press enables us
to print on an industrial scale,” Reuffurth says.
“Having full control over color management is
key, as it enables us to print the colors and repeat jobs with absolutely consistent results, regardless of whether this is in one or four weeks.”
The inherent color management of Anicolor
inking is what enables repeat jobs to be printed
without the slightest color deviations, even with
changes in material. Heavy or lightweight, coated or uncoated, the press consistently delivers
sheets that are identical to the proof.
Reuffurth refuses to compromise in this respect. “It’s important to us that the print result
we produce is absolutely identical to the proof
approved by the customer,” he says. This is
achievable at Medienhaus Reuffurth because
Anicolor technology dispenses with the uncertainty of ink zone setting—a feature that also
slashes makeready times and enables the press
to come up to color in as few as 15 sheets.
“Compromises” Not Necessary
In Reuffurth’s opinion, it all adds up to a litho
press that represents a real and preferable alternative to digital printing. “Even with difficult mo-

tifs, it delivers top-quality printing without the
significant compromises that need to be made
with digital presses,” he says. What’s more,
Anicolor lets him assign specific jobs to his various offset presses according to run length. This
keeps production far more flexible and improves
not only quality but profitability as well.
Besides the Anicolor press, the Reuffurth
pressroom also houses a Speedmaster XL 105
and a Speedmaster XL 75, both six-color presses
with coaters. The full-service print shop systematically uses color management in prepress and
follows a standardized print process with the
Prinect workflow for all jobs. The combination
of automated processes and optimized consumables from the Saphira range supplied by Heidelberg delivers standardized, lean production.
Another benefit is that all Anicolor machines
from Heidelberg are delivered as CO2 neutral.
This means that Heidelberg has compensated
all carbon emissions arising from the manufacture of the press by purchasing equivalent emission credits or certificates.
“We are proud to perform the field test with
Heidelberg and are confident that Anicolor technology offers great potential,” says Reuffurth of
his experience as the earliest early adopter of
the Speedmaster 75 XL Anicolor. He is now a
satisfied customer showing others how to make
full and profitable use of that potential.

H

eidelberg’s “Speedmaster Unbeatable” campaign showcases
printing firms around the world
that take full advantage—and
then some—of all the highperformance capabilities the
Speedmaster press platform has to offer. In the
U.S., no company has done more with them than
NCL Graphic Specialties, a label and packaging
producer in Waukesha, WI.
“For reliable speed, reduced paper waste, optimum color consistency and outstanding print
quality, the Speedmaster XL 105 is the clear first
choice,” says Richard Mueller, the company’s
Chairman of the Board, about his experience
with the press. According to Mueller, the 41",
eight-color press runs consistently and reliably
at 18,000 sph, making it much easier to stick to
tight production schedules.
At this blistering pace, NCL Graphic Specialties had no trouble cruising to what Heidelberg
recognizes as outstanding performance in the
printing industry: 77 million impressions run on
its Speedmaster XL 105 in one year. “Nearly
1,400 of these presses are operating in 68
countries around the world, and this is a remarkable example of what can be achieved
on them,” notes Harald Weimer, president of
Heidelberg USA.
Labels by the Billions
A leading manufacturer of cut-and-stack paper labels and consumer product goods (CPG)
packaging, NCL Graphic Specialties began
focusing on primary label production in 1975.
Today it produces more than eight billion paper labels annually for some of the country’s
best-known CPG companies and advertising agencies. Relying on 170 employees who
work in three shifts, seven days a week, NCL
Graphic Specialties turns out a total of 14 billion labels and packaging components every year. The company is also active in the
games/sweepstakes and coupon sectors.
Products and services include precise label
trimming, miniature folding, overwrapping,
flexible packaging, pressure sensitive onserts,
pressure sensitive instant redeemable coupons

(IRCs), scratch-offs, and game pieces. Also
provided are game support services as well as
warehousing and shipping.
The trend toward minimal delivery times is
a major focus for NCL Graphic Specialties. The
company is ideally equipped to respond with
its high-output Speedmaster XL 105 and the
exceptionally high availability that the press
consistently achieves.
It’s thus no surprise that NCL Graphic
Specialties has made a second major investment in Speedmaster unbeatability—an eightcolor Speedmaster XL 106-8+L with a CutStar
sheeter and the Prinect Image Control spectrophotometric measurement and control system.
In this configuration, the press provides the
capacity needed to ensure high levels of costeffectiveness and flexibility for short and long
runs at all times. “The unbeatable productivity of the Speedmaster made it easy to invest
in what was for us a new technology,” says
Mueller.

Innovation Never Gets Old
A tradition of innovation has prevailed at NCL
Graphic Specialties ever since Mueller founded
the company in 1963. He says its strength lies in
its ability to help customers meet complex and
unusual printing and finishing demands.
NCL Graphic Specialties has continued to meet
the demands of its customers by opening a second plant in Menomonee Falls, WI, in 2011 and
by installing the two new Speedmasters in 2012
and 2013. As an environmentally responsible
business, the company utilizes applicable control technologies and uses materials, energy, and
other resources efficiently. Its products mainly are
produced from renewable raw materials that are
recyclable and safe to use.
But, according to Mueller, people remain the
bedrock of the company’s success. “We would
not be the company we are today without the
commitment and diligence of our team members
throughout our 50-year history,” he says. “NCL’s
achievements are their achievements.”

Richard Mueller, NCL Graphic Spcialties
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linoprint digital presses

GUIDE

the linoprint is an advanced digital color production system built for reliability,
flexibility and straightforward operation with the print quality of an offset press.

saphira consumables
a wide range of consumables to cover all of your needs – from prepress to press and postpress. our experts provide
technical and application support for saphira products, and advise you on how to use them.
Prepress Products

Press Products

Postpress Products

Saphira Plates & Chemistry	

Saphira Coatings

Saphira Stitching Wire

Saphira Proofing Paper

Saphira Digital Inks & Supplies

Saphira Cutting Sticks

Saphira Inks

Saphira Glue

Saphira Press Blankets	

Saphira Banderoles

Saphira Presswashes

Saphira Special Clean

Max. Speed

Max. Sheet Size

Stock Thickness

Max. Monthly Volume

Linoprint C 751

75 pg/minute

13 x 19"

up to 0.013"

350,000 A4 sheets

Linoprint C 901

90 pg/minute

13 x 19”

up to 0.013"

580,000 A4 sheets

vutek®/efi superwide format uv inkjet printers
extend your capabilities by offering a wider range of applications – from exhibition graphics, fine art, photographic
reproduction and point-of-purchase displays to signage, banners, posters, and commercial graphics.
Model

Configuration

Print Width

Resolution

Speed

Number Of Colors

H652

flatbed, roll to roll (hybrid)

64" (1.3m)

up to 1,200 x 600 dpi

455 ft2/hr

4 plus white

T1000

flatbed, roll to roll (hybrid)

98" (2.5m)

up to 1,200 x 900 dpi

460 ft2/hr

4 plus white

GS2000

flatbed, roll to roll (hybrid)

80" (2 m)

true 600 dpi or 1,000 dpi

2,000 ft /hr

8 plus white

2

						
GS3250 LX				

with grayscale 		

GS3250r

roll to roll

126.5" (3.2m)

true 600 dpi or 1,000 dpi

1,200 ft2/hr

6

GS5000r

roll to roll

196.8" (5 m)

true 600 dpi or 1,000 dpi

3,100 ft2/hr

4 and 8

QS2 Pro

flatbed, roll to roll (hybrid)

80" (2m)

up to 1,000 dpi

up to 1,000 ft2/hr 6 plus white

Q53 Pro

flatbed, roll to roll (hybrid)

126.5" (3.2 m)

up to 1,000 dpi

1,200 ft2/hr

R3225

roll to roll

126.5" (3.2 m)

TX 3250

roll to roll (textile)

126.5" (3.2 m)

Prinect Press

Prinect Postpress

Prinect MetaDimension

Prinect Axis Control

Compufold Workflow CFW

Prinect Renderer	

Prinect Calibration Tools

Compustitch CSW

Prinect Color Toolbox

Prinect Classic Center

POLAR P-Net with Compucut

Prinect Shooter

Prinect Digital Print Manager

Prinect Postpress Manager

Prinect PDF Toolbox

Prinect Easy Control

Production Data Management

Prinect Prepress Manager

Prinect Image Control

Prinect Remote Access

Prinect Inpress Control

Prinect Signa Station

Prinect Inspection Control
Prinect Online Kit

Prinect Management

Prinect Press Center/

Prinect Business Manager

Prinect Color Solutions

Prinect Press Center Compact

Prinect Integration Manager

Print Color Management (PCM)

Prinect Pressroom Manager

Prinect Web-to-Print Manager

true 600 dpi or 1,000 dpi

switchable to 4 plus white

Saphira Wash Up & Go

Prinect Prepress

126.5" (3.2 m)

8 plus white

GS3250

prinect integrates the traditionally separate areas of management, prepress, press, and postpress – automating the entire
printing process, including print shop management, online customer connection, prepress, and digital print workflow
to makeready optimization, color, quality, machine operation and a full range of services.

flatbed, roll to roll (hybrid)

2,400 ft2/hr

Saphira Rollers

prinect solutions

switchable to 4 plus white

6 plus white

up to 1,200 x 600 dpi

2

547 ft /hr

4 color

up to 1,200 x 600 dpi

1,000 ft2/hr

8 color

speedmaster presses

speedmaster sheetfed offset presses offer a high level of automation and productivity, primarily targeting industrialized
printing operations. these presses can also be flexibly equipped for a wide range of special applications.

computer-to-plate devices (ctp)
based on the experience acquired with several thousands of installed ctp systems worldwide, the suprasetter®
is a platesetter generation that sets new standards in all format classes.
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Product Name

Product Name

# Units Max. Speed (sph)		

Max. Sheet Size

Max. Image Size

Stock Thickness

Speedmaster SM 52

2 and 4

15,000		

14.56 x 20.47"

14.17 x 20.47"		

0.0012-0.016"

Speedmaster SX 52*

2-10

15,000		

14.56 x 20.47"

14.17 x 20.47"		

0.0012-0.016" (opt.: up to 0.024)

Speedmaster SM 74

2 and 4

15,000		

20.87 x 29.13"

20.08 x 29.13"		

0.0012-0.024"

Speedmaster SX 74*

2-10

2-7: 15,000, 8-10: 13,000

20.87 x 29.13"

20.08 x 29.13"		

0.0012-0.024"

Speedmaster CX 102

2-8

16,500		

28.53 x 40.16"

27.95 x 40.16"		

0.0012-0.040"

Speedmaster SM 102*

2-6

13,000		

28.53 x 40.16"

27.95 x 40.16"		

0.0012-0.032"

Product Name

Image Area, Max.

Resolution

Plates/Hour

Suprasetter A52

25.59 × 20.67"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 27

Speedmaster SX 102*

2-8

14,000		

28.53 x 40.16"

27.95 x 40.16"		

0.0012-0.032"

Suprasetter A75

25.59 × 29.52"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 22

Speedmaster CD 102

2-10

2-8: 15,000, 10:13,000

28.53 x 40.16"

27.95 x 40.16"		

0.0012-0.040"

Suprasetter A106

36.1 × 42.5"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 16

Speedmaster XL 75*

2-12

18,000 straight, 15,000 perfecting

20.87 x 29.53" (C)

20.08 x 29.13" (C)

0.0012-0.032"

Suprasetter 106

36.14 × 44.88"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 15, 21, 27, 33, 38

				

23.82 x 29.53" (F)

23.82 x 29.53" (F)		

Suprasetter 145

55.63 × 57.48"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 15, 25, 35

Speedmaster XL 106*

29.53 x 42.73"

29.13 x 42.34"		

Suprasetter 162

55.63 × 64.17"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 15, 25, 35

		

Suprasetter 190

55.63 × 75"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 15, 25

Speedmaster XL 145*

4-12

15,000 straight; 12,000 perfecting

42.73 x 57.09"

40.94 x 57.09"		

depends on application; (e.g. for board: 48pt.)

SDP-Eco 1630lllR

15.9 × 28.25"

1,200, 1,500, 1,800, 2,400 dpi

Up to 78 (12 x 18" plate)

Speedmaster XL 162*

4-12

15,000 straight; 12,000 perfecting

47.64 x 63.78"

46.65 x 63.78"		

depends on application; (e.g. for board: 48pt.)

2-16

* Perfecting option available

18,000 straight; 		

		

0.0012-0.040"

15,000 or 18,000 option for perfecting					
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printmaster and direct imaging presses

folders

efficiency in small format printing. the printmaster series is specially geared to the needs of small and medium-sized print
shops that are getting started with multicolor offset or want to grow in this market.

heidelberg offers a comprehensive line of buckle plate and combination folders and
mailing systems as part of the stahlfolder series. their modular design and range of
accessories ensure maximum flexibility and productivity

Product Name

# Units

Max. Speed (sph)

Max. Sheet Size

Max. Image Size

Stock Thickness

Printmaster QM 46

1-2

10,000

18.11 × 13.39"

17.83 × 12.99"

0.0016-0.012"

Certified Remarketed

Sheet Size Min.

Fold Length Max.

Fold Length Min.

Max. Speed

14 × 20"

3 × 5"

13.5"

2"

7,080 in/min

Stahlfolder Ti 36

14 × 26"

3.1875 × 4"

17"

0.875"

6,300 in/min

Stahlfolder Ti 52

20 × 40"

4 × 5.875"

21"

1.5"

7,080 in/min

Quickmaster DI 46-4

Stahlfolder USA B 20

30 × 50"

5.5 × 7"

26.5"

1.75"

9,000 in/min

Stahlfolder TH 56

22 × 50.375"

5.5 × 7"

22.875"

2.125"

9,000 in/min

Stahlfolder TH 66

26 × 50.375"

5.5 × 7"

22.125"

2.125"

9,000 in/min

Stahlfolder BH 82

32.28 × 50.39"

5.5 × 7"

24.42"

2.17"

9,000 in/min

Stahlfolder TH 82

32.28 × 50.39"

5.5 × 7"

26.38"

2.36"

9,000 in/min

Stahlfolder TD 94

37 × 52"

7.9 × 12"

27"

2.2"

9,000 in/min

Stahlfolder TD 112

44 × 60"

7.9 × 12"

33"

2.4"

8,300 in/min

Product Name

Sheet Size
Maximum

2

10,000

4

18.11 × 13.39"

10,000

17.83 × 12.99"

18.11 × 13.39"

17.72 × 12.99"

0.0016-0.012"
0.002-0.012"

adhesive binding
efficient solutions for industrial production of books and brochures. the eurobind
delivers high-quality binding results at high production speed, offering high levels
of stability and reliability with short makeready times.
Mechanical Speed

Sheet Size Max.

714XA

Certified Remarketed

Printmaster QM 46

Adhesive Binding

Product Name

No. of Clamps

GUIDE

Binding

Binding

Binding

				

Length

Height

Thickness

Eurobind 600

600 cycles/hour

1

4.72-17.32"

4.72-12.60"

0.08-1.97"

Stahlfolder KH 56

22 × 50.375" 5.5 × 7"

22.875"

18.0625"

11"

2.375"

4"

8,200

Eurobind 1300

1,500 cycles/hour

4

5.70-14.17"

4.72-11.81"

0.08-1.77"

Stahlfolder KH 66

26 × 50.375" 5.5 × 7"

24.20"

20.5"

13"

2.375"

4"

8,200

Eurobind Pro

7,000 cycles/hour

19 or 24

5.5-17.75"

4-12.31"

0.07-2.36"

saddlestitching
these cost-effective solutions offer fast makeready and ensure reliable production
of varying formats in short to medium runs. enjoy wide-randing potential to add
value to your shop and work more profitably.
Product Name

Max. Output Speed

Min. Trimmer Format

Max. Trimmer Format

Stitchmaster ST 90

9,000 cycles/hour

3.50 × 4.625"

12 × 13.75"

Stitchmaster ST 100

9,000 cycles/hour

3.50 × 4.75"

12 × 13.75"

Stitchmaster ST 200

11,000 cycles/hour

3.125 x 4.75"

12.375 x 18.687"

Stitchmaster ST 450

14,000 cycles/hour

3.125 × 4.75"

12.375 × 18.687"

Stitchmaster ST 500

13,000 cycles/hour

3.125 × 4.75"

12.375 × 18.687"

Max. Product Thickness
3/ "
8
3/ "
8
1/ "
2
1/ "
2
1/ "
2

Sheet Size
Minimum

Cutters

Cutting Width

Clamp Opening

Feed Depth

POLAR 56

22"

3.15"

22"

POLAR 66

26.375"

3.125"

26.375"

POLAR 78

30.6875"

4.75"

30.6875"

POLAR 80

31.5"

3.93"

31.5"

POLAR 92

36"

5.125"

36"

POLAR 115

45"

6.5"

45"

POLAR 137

53.9375"

6.5"

57"

POLAR 155

61"

6.5"

61" (78" opt.)

POLAR 176

69.3125"
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6.5"

78"

polar pace cutting systems:
PACE stands for “POLAR Automation for Cutting Efficiency.” These systems,
consisting of POLAR cutters integrated with components for jogging,
turning, loading, and unloading, offer the highest level of
automated productivity with the lowest level of staffing.
PACE systems can be configured around POLAR high
speed cutters 137, 155, and 176.

Fold Length Min. Fold Length
1st station
Crossfold (all)

Max. Speed		
in./min.

Stahlfolder KH 78

30 × 50.375" 5.5 × 7"

24.125"

22.75"

15.375"

2.375"

4"

8,200

Stahlfolder KH 82

32 × 50.375" 5.5 × 7"

24.125"

24.125"

16.15"

2.375"

4"

9,000

diecutting, blanking, and hot foil stamping
high productivity and greater flexibility for effective die cutting and embossing. heidelberg's high-performance die
cutters are ideal for a whole host of applications – from short to long runs and from complex layouts to just-in-time
packaging production.

cutters
polar high-speed cutters meet the highest demands regarding quality, efficiency, and durability. the high-speed cutter can
be employed either as an individual machine or as the center of an automatic cutting system.

Fold Length Max. Fold Length Max. Fold Length Max.
1st station
1st crossfold
2nd crossfold

Diecutting

Sheet Size Max.

Sheet Size Min.

Machine Speed Max.

Dymatrix 106 CSB

29.92 × 42.73"

13.78 × 15.75"

9,000 sheets/hour

Dymatrix 113 CSB

32.28 × 44.49"

13.78 × 15.75"

9,000 sheets/hour

Dymatrix 145 CSB

42.7 × 57.1"

19.69 × 27.56"

8,000 sheets/hour

Varimatrix 82 CS

23.82 × 32.09"

11.02 × 12.06"

8,000 sheets/hour

Varimatrix 105 C/CS

29.53 × 42.34"

11.81 × 13.78"

7,500 sheets/hour

Varimatrix 105 CSF

29.53 × 42.34"

13.78 × 15.75"

7,500 sheets/hour

folding carton gluing
high processing quality, short makeready times and consistent user-friendliness for high-performance handling of
up to 200,000 folding cartons per hour. produce a broad spectrum of sophisticated and premium cartons in a highly
economic way.
Product Name

Width, Max.

Length, Max.

Machine Speed, Max.

Diana 45

17.72"

23.62"

1,312 fpm

Diana X 80

31.50"

35.43"

2,132 fpm

Diana X 115

45.28"

35.43"

2,132 fpm

Easygluer 100

39.37"

29.56"

1,000 fpm
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At Execuprint (Chatsworth, CA), vice president-operations Bassem Farag examines a sheet printed
on a Linoprint C901 digital press from Heidelberg. Installing the press has enabled the company
to stop outsourcing digital color work and position itself for growth in short-run color and variabledata work. To assure color consistency with the plant’s Heidelberg offset equipment, Execuprint
uses Prinect Color Toolbox. With its help, digitally printed sheets can be color-calibrated and G7qualified to match offset-printed sheets and proof sheets.

ANILOX ROLLER PROGRAM
ORIGINAL HEIDELBERG PARTS

Affordable prices,
Heidelberg quality

For more information:
Call 800 437 7388, prompt 1

• Cleaning & recertification
• Resurfacing
• New, factory-original rollers
• Custom cell engraving
• Loaner roller program

SAPHIRA CONSUMABLES: 25% OFF FIRST ORDER

1

Package printer General Converting Inc. now has
an eight-color Speedmaster XL 106 press featuring
full logistics and workflow via Prinect Pressroom
Manager. Clockwise from left: John Barry, general
manager; Mike Harper, printing supervisor; Bob
Singraber, pressman; Bob Ruebenson, president;
Filipe Jamaica, pressman; and Trish Alberico,
prepress supervisor.

2

J.S. McCarthy Printers (Augusta, ME) recently
became the first U.S. printer to install a
Stahl KH-82 6KTLP folder with pallet-fed PFX
feeder and Twinstacker TSH-70 delivery from
Heidelberg. From left, Reno Cyr, first shift
operator; D.J. Everett, production manager;
Wally Haynes, third shift operator; and Jon
Tardiff, vice president.

3

A five-color Speedmaster SM 52 Anicolor is what
Mallery Mele, president of Mele Printing (Covington. LA), uses to handle the static overflow from
his digital press department and to produce his
small-format work on an optimally sized offset
press. Its quick-makeready performance has
helped him grow his online ordering and fulfillment business.

4

Liz Fleury, press operator, tends the
VUTEk GS3250 LX wide-format printer that
Suttle-Straus Inc. (Waunakee, WI) recently
purchased from Heidelberg. The device prints
in eight colors plus two channels of white, uses
LED UV curing, and can be operated in flatbed
or roll-to-roll mode.

Try any of the products below and receive 25% off
your first order of that product:
• Saphira Proofing Paper EZ
• Saphira RA Imagesetting Film
• Cristala Quickplate
• Ink Fountain Foils
• Perfect Dot Blankets
• Wash Up Cloths

• Saphira Wash-Up & Go
• Saphira Presswash
(Conventional Ink)
• Saphira Drip Off Matte Varnish
• Saphira Roller Care Products
*Not valid for Heidelberg Saphira customers
currently under contract

Call 888 472 9655 for more details

2

3

4
want to see your photo here?
email your photos to
pathenry@libordeath.com

HEIDELBERG USA, INC.
1000 GUTENBERG DRIVE
KENNESAW, GA 30144-7028
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